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ABSTRACT 
We give an alternative and simplified proof via operator means of an “order 
preserving inequality” on A and B in the case A > B > 0, where an “operator” is a 
bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space. 
Recently [l] we gave the following theorem; here we give an alternative 
and short proof via operator means. 
THEOREM. ZfA>,BaO, thafmeachr>O 
(B’APB’)‘/q >, B(P+2r)/q (1) 
holdsfmeachpandqmchthatp>O, 921, ad(1+2r)92p+2re 
Proof. First of all, we cite the Liiwner result [4]: 
A>B>O ensures A”>B” foranyasuchthatlaa>,O. (*) 
In the case 12 p > 0, the result is obvious by (* ). We have only to consider 
p 2 1 and 9 = (p +2~)/(1+ 2r), since (1) for values of 9 larger than 
(p+2r)/(l+2r) then follows by (*). We may assume that A and B are 
invertible without loss of generality. In [3], the operator mean XmY is 
defined by XmY = X1/2f(X-1/2YX-1/2)X1/2 for invertible positive X and 
Y, where f is an operator monotone function and f(t) = 1 mt. It is known 
that Xm Y depends monotonically upon X. In the case i > r z 0, A2’ > B2’ 
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holdsby( thenforg=(p+2r)/(l+2r)and f(t)=lmt=t’/Q, 
B-2rmAP > A2’mAP = A 2 B = B-2rmBP. (2) 
We have only to show, for s = 2r + !j, 9r = (p +2s)/(l+Izs), and fr(t) = 
lm, t = t’lQl, that 
B-2SmlAP > B, (3) 
because (3) means that (2) holds for t > s > 0, since f > r > 0, and then, 
repeating this method, (2) holds for each r >, 0. Now (3) is a consequence of 
(2) as follows: 
B-2Sm,AP = B-‘[B-(2’+l)m,(B’APB’)] B-’ 
2 B-r ( B~APB~) - [ 1’q ml (B’APB’)] B-’ [by (2)1 
= B-‘(B’APBr)(q+l-q’)/qql B-’ 
= B-‘( B’APB’)‘+-’ (since 9 + 1 = 29,) 
> B-‘B’+2’B-‘= B [by (2,], 
whence (3) is shown, so the proof is complete. n 
We remark that proofs via operator means of the Theorem for p = 9 = 2, 
r=landforp=2,9=* 3, r = 1 are given in [2]. 
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